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Abstract: As the state-of-the-art deep learning models are taking the leap to generalize and leverage automation, they
are becoming useful in real-world tasks such as disassembly of devices by robotic manipulation. We address
the problem of analyzing the visual scenes on industrial-grade tasks, for example, automated robotic recycling
of a computer hard drive with small components and little space for manipulation. We implement a supervised
learning architecture combining deep neural networks and standard pointcloud processing for detecting and
recognizing hard drives parts, screws, and gaps. We evaluate the architecture on a custom hard drive dataset
and reach an accuracy higher than 75% in every component used in our pipeline. Additionally, we show that
the pipeline can generalize on damaged hard drives. Our approach combining several specialized modules can
provide a robust description of a device usable for manipulation by a robotic system. To our knowledge, we
are the pioneers to offer a complete scheme to address the entire disassembly process of the chosen device. To
facilitate the pursuit of this issue of global concern, we provide a taxonomy for the target device to be used in
automated disassembly scenarios and publish our collected dataset and code.

1 INTRODUCTION

Today’s electronic products have a short life cycle,
as they are usually discarded before their materials
degrade. Studies like (Duflou et al., 2008) showed
that 1) the recycling processes of these products are
mostly done by humans, 2) even when automated, the
processes are usually destructive – leading to the loss
of valuable metals and rare earth materials (Tabuchi,
2010; Massari and Ruberti, 2013). There is thus a
strong need for less-destructive recycling processes,
as illustrated by a recent initiative to reuse magnets
from retired hard-disk drives (HDD) in order to re-
duce the demand on rare earth materials1. In addition,
the hazardous elements used in electronic products
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(e.g. Beryllium in GSM amplifiers) pose a threat to
the health of employees due to their carcinogenic na-
ture. Even with enforced security measures, avoiding
exposure of humans to such substances is paramount.
Thus, there are both health and economical reasons to
improve automation of the disassembly and recycling
processes.

From a robotics perspective, the disassembly pro-
cess presents a high automation potential due to its
repetitiveness. However great adaptability of such a
system is required, as EOL products to be recycled
can be of various nature (from house-office equip-
ment to entertainment, communication, etc.) or they
might be partially damaged. Moreover, some de-
vices within the same family of products present a
high intra-class variance of their parts’ shape depend-
ing on their brand or model. These variances im-
plies that a robotic disassembly system can not rely
on an open-loop procedure but has to analyze the
product to find the best disassembly strategy. It thus
needs efficient perception capabilities to provide rel-
evant information to the rest of the system. Several
parameters must be extracted from the scene: prod-
uct’s parts must be identified from the sensor data
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and their pose must be estimated to allow the robot
to interact with the device. Sensors of various types
can be used (precise laser scanner, etc. (Weigl-Seitz
et al., 2006)), however vision sensors offer the best
cost/performance/adaptability solution given the tasks
to complete. In this work, we thus introduce a vision-
based perception scheme capable of analyzing a prod-
uct at different stages of disassembly. We evaluate it
on one class of undamaged devices, computer hard
drives (HDDs), which are one of the most common
devices encountered in E-Waste, and suitable in size
for robotic manipulation. This paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 gives a review of the literature
on vision-based methods, Section 3 presents our ap-
proach in detail, Section 4 presents the evaluation of
the method on the target device. Section 5 discuss the
impact of these results and concludes.

2 RELATED WORK

Computer vision techniques have been extensively
applied to industrial applications, e.g. defect detec-
tion, part recognition, etc. (Bi and Wang, 2010; Mala-
mas et al., 2003). However, not much work is done
in the context of automated recycling, where multi-
ple valuable parts must be identified for recovery. A
short survey of existing approaches in 2006 (Weigl-
Seitz et al., 2006) showed numerous limitations also
found in later work. First the focus on detecting a
specific class of component to detect – e.g. screws
((Bdiwi et al., 2016; Ukida, 2007; Bailey-Van Kuren,
2002), bolts (Wegener et al., 2015) – reduces the
generality of the method and its applicability in the
context of recycling where several types of compo-
nents must be gathered. The use of fully model-
based methods (Elsayed et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2008;
Ukida, 2007; Pomares et al., 2004; Torres et al., 2003;
Tonko and Nagel, 2000) implies the availability of
(e.g. CAD) models. This is a strong assumption as
these models are rarely available for every brand and
every type of device. Moreover, the recycling do-
main does not guarantee that devices are in an in-
tact state. Finally, another important limitation is
the use of non-adaptive feature detection techniques
(Bdiwi et al., 2016; Wegener et al., 2015; Weigl-Seitz
et al., 2006; Bailey-Van Kuren, 2002; Karlsson and
Järrhed, 2000). As mentioned previously, the high
intra-class and inter-brand variances of components
reduces the relevance of a human-engineered descrip-
tor of a component class. This limitation is only par-
tially explained by the date of publication of some
works (Weigl-Seitz et al., 2006; Bailey-Van Kuren,
2002; Karlsson and Järrhed, 2000).

On one hand, it seems that there is still a substan-
tial lack in generalizable, device and environment-
independent methods, which can be used in disassem-
bly processes. On the other hand, Deep Convolutional
Neural Networks (DCNN) offer a powerful solution
to analyze the inner structure of devices in the context
of disassembly. These methods have the potential to
solve the problems highlighted before: the specificity
of a detector can be tackled by training on a dataset
that includes samples of multiple parts of the targeted
device (and extended by retraining later on) and thus
being able to recognize these parts in all the devices
that use them. The lack of adaptability is addressed
by the nature of deep networks: as machine learn-
ing methods, they are problem and feature agnostic
before training. Finally most of these methods are
CAD model-free, meaning that they do not require
device-specific description sheets. They learn the rel-
evant features of a part class by themselves, abstract-
ing from the details of a specific brand and model. In
E-Waste recycling context, devices found in the same
family of devices often include similar parts such as
PCBs, screws, wires, etc. Extracting features from
these using visual paradigms usually leads to repro-
ducible results that can be used and further developed
for other devices as well.

Thus, the problem of disassembly scene analysis
can be formulated as a problem where machine learn-
ing paradigms (e.g. segmentation, classification) and
traditional data (e.g. pointcloud) analysis methods are
used in order to recognize the present parts of the tar-
get device. In contrast to other application domains,
the context of recycling E-Waste adds the following
constraints:

• The position estimation of parts must be precise
enough to allow manipulation of small parts in the
device.

• There is a strong degree of occlusion because
parts are intertwined, e.g. the platters and R/W
head of a hard drive.

• There is substantial intra-class variance for spe-
cific parts depending on the device brand or model
or the potential damage of the part.

The Semantic Segmentation problem (also known
as pixelwise classification problem) has been ad-
dressed in domains ranging from autonomous driv-
ing, human-computer interaction, to robotics, medi-
cal research, agriculture (Li et al., 2017; Dai et al.,
2016; Liu et al., 2018; Fu et al., 2019; Lin et al.,
2019; Dvornik et al., 2017). However, to the best
of our knowledge, no work currently address the do-
main of automated recycling of E-Waste. In these
domains, the state-of-the-art performance is achieved
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using deep learning methods, especially Convolu-
tional networks (CNNs or ConvNets) (Krizhevsky
et al., 2012). Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN)
have been the standard algorithm to achieve pixelwise
segmentation of images (Badrinarayanan et al., 2017;
Long et al., 2015; Ronneberger et al., 2015) in vari-
ous domains such as medicine, autonomous driving,
domestic robotics. They extend CNN by replacing
fully-connected layers by convolutional layers, allow-
ing for arbitrary-sized input with no need for region-
proposal. The trade-off however, due to the nature of
the layers, is that the prediction of boundaries lacks
precision. This problem is addressed by a set of im-
provement to the networks (e.g. multi-resolution ar-
chitecture with skip connections (Ghiasi and Fowlkes,
2016; Lin et al., 2017a), mask refinement (Pinheiro
et al., 2016)). Additionally, pixelwise segmentation
requires labeled data which has a higher cost of pro-
duction (Lin et al., 2014). Weakly-supervised meth-
ods have been developed to tackle this issue (Zhang
et al., 2019): these methods iterate between learn-
ing using coarse bounding boxes as labels then refin-
ing them into more precise masks (Dai et al., 2015;
Khoreva et al., 2017). They achieve similar perfor-
mance as fully supervised methods at a lower la-
belling cost. Another main approach is called Region-
Based Semantic Segmentation. This method relies
on a pre-processing of the input image into candidate
objects (region proposals) for which features are ex-
tracted. These features are then used for the classifi-
cation. There is an entire family of R-CNN networks
(Girshick et al., 2014; Girshick, 2015; Ren et al.,
2015) that have been evolving and finally the cur-
rent state-of-the-art networks of the family is called
Mask-RCNN (He et al., 2017) which is based on
Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) (Lin et al., 2017b).
Mask-RCNN has been used by Facebook AI Research
(Joulin et al., 2016) as well as by medicine studies
(Johnson, 2018; Couteaux et al., 2019; Chen et al.,
2019).

Mask-RCNN and its ensembled models are cur-
rently the state of the art for object detection and in-
stance segmentation, and the reason for this is the
region-based detection mechanism mentioned earlier.
The core idea behind Mask-RCNN is to scan over the
predefined regions called anchors. RPN, then, does
two different types of predictions for each anchor.
First is the score of the anchor being foreground, and
the bounding box regression. The fixed number of
anchors with the highest score are then chosen, and
the regression adjustment is applied to get the final
proposal for object prediction at the network head.
There are other architectures that could be used for
this very task, such as the ensembled model Cascade-

RCNN (Cai and Vasconcelos, 2018). Through the ex-
perimental evaluation we conducted in Section 4, we
found out that Mobile-RCNN (Howard et al., 2017)
works better for our domain.

3 METHODS

Our visual scheme outputs on request a scene anal-
ysis that combines the predictions of 3 modules: a
part detection module, a screw detection module and
a gap detection module. The part detection module
recognizes most inner components of electronic de-
vices (HDD in our case). A specialized screw detec-
tor module detects various screw types as a separate
task from the part detection. Finally, gaps are also de-
tected as they provide useful information for robotic
manipulation of parts and tool. The pseudo code for
the pipeline is given in algorithm 1.

As mentioned earlier, the analysis of parts is a
semantic segmentation problem, but the screw de-
tection can be simplified as a classification problem:
rather than trying to find screws boundaries, we make
the hypothesis that they are mostly circular structures
in the scene. The new problem is thus to classify
detected circles in the image as screws or artefacts
(holes, stickers, etc.), with a specialized network.

3.1 Taxonomy & Datasets

In order to train the different modules of our pipeline,
we collect and create datasets. The first step is to
define a taxonomy of the HDD, which is done in
agreement with an industrial partner providing hard-
ware samples and data. The taxonomy provides the
class labels and is available on the IMAGINE web-
site2. Two datasets are created (a) for parts and (b)
for screws. For (a), top-down views of the computer
hard drives are annotated into 12 classes correspond-
ing to parts of interest according to the taxonomy. 500
images of 7 different brands (Hitachi, IBM, Maxtor,
Seagate, WD, Samsung, Toshiba) and models are col-
lected under different light conditions. These images
include various stages of disassembly with parts in ar-
bitrary positions (e.g. after a failed action). 5% of all
images correspond to damaged devices to account re-
alistically for the state of products in recycling plants.
The dataset is split into a validation set (10% of the
images), a test set (10%) and a training set (80%).
For (b), 10700 samples are annotated into 23% of
screws and 77% of artifacts. The training set includes
1491 screws and 4924 artifacts. The test set includes
2https://imagine-h2020.eu/hdd-taxonomy.php
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Algorithm 1: Perception Pipeline.

1: cp,bp,mp := [] . part centers, boundaries, masks
2: cs,bs,ms := [] . screw centers, boundaries, masks
3: cg,bg,vg := [] . gap centers, boundaries, volumes
4: I,P := NULL . I: Input Monocular Image, P: Input Pointcloud
5: Cm,Cs := NULL . Cm: Monocular Calibration Info, Cs: Stereo Calibration Info
6: predicates = []
7: procedure COLLECT PREDICATES
8: if hddTable.State() = 0 then
9: hddTable.changeState(angle = θStereo)

10: P := getPointcloud(P)
11: if P 6= NULL then
12: cg,bg,vg← detectGaps(P)
13: hddTable.changeState(angle = θMonocular)
14: I := getRGBImage(I)
15: if I 6= NULL & hddTable.State() = 0 then
16: cp,bp,mp← segmentParts(I)
17: cs,bs,ms← detectScrews(I)
18: Cm,Cs← getCalibrationIn f o()
19: predicates := mergeAllIn f o(I,P,Cm,Cs,cp,bp,mp,cs,bs,ms,cg,bg,vg)
20: return predicates

1000 screws and 3285 artifacts. Figure 1 illustrates
an annotated drive (top) and a sample of artefacts and
screws found during the disassembly (bottom).

Figure 1: Top: Ground truth annotations for a sample hard
drive based on the taxonomy, used for part segmentation
task (above). Bottom: Training dataset containing (first
row) artefacts and (second row) screws for the detection of
screws.

3.2 Part Segmentation

We address the semantic segmentation problem with
Deep CNNs to detect, recognize and localize the inner
parts of the device. Due to the high number of avail-
able state-of-the-art networks, we train and evaluate
a set of selected methods on this instance segmenta-
tion problem: MobileNetV1 (Howard et al., 2017),
MobileNetV2 (Sandler et al., 2018), Cascade-RCNN

(Cai and Vasconcelos, 2018), native Mask-RCNN
(He et al., 2017), and finally the ensembled model of
Cascade-MobileNetV1 . All networks were trained
with data augmentation turned on as suggested by the
native Mask-RCNN authors, we apply the same aug-
mentation procedures. The accuracy of a network is
computed using the similarity IoU metric (see eq. 1):

IoU =
| A∩B |
| A∪B |

(1)

where A and B are respectively the sets of pre-
dicted and ground truth bounding boxes. The results
of this preliminary study are available in Table 1. Al-
though Cascade-RCNN obtains the best segmentation
results, we selected Mobile-RCNN that comes right
after, since the model is lighter, and, thus, it is em-
ployed in the part detection module of our architec-
ture.

3.3 Screw Detection

The screw detection module classifies potential candi-
dates input into the screw or artefact classes. We inte-
grate the algorithm presented in (Yildiz and Wörgöt-
ter, 2019) into our pipeline. We describe the algo-
rithm briefly hereafter and refer the reader to the pub-
lication for an extended description and analysis.

The algorithm combines classical vision prepro-
cessing of the input image with deep learning meth-
ods for classification. The image is processed with
the Hough circle transform (Duda and Hart, 1971) to
generate screw candidates as local views of the in-
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Table 1: IoU values of different networks evaluated on our test set. Cascade-RCNN and MobV1-RCNN seem to be the best
performing ones.

DCNN Identifier Cascading Backbone AP AP0.5 AP0.75 APs APm APl Mean-F
Mask-RCNN No ResNet-101-FPN 41.2 65.7 47.6 16.3 42.3 42.4 0.70

MobV1-RCNN No Mobilenetv1-224-FPN 56.2 76.7 64.9 20.6 54.6 59.7 0.78
MobV2-RCNN No Mobilenetv2-FPN 34.6 60.5 35.5 3.8 15.4 43.6 0.63

Cas-Mob-RCNN Yes Mobilenetv1-224-FPN 28.5 43.3 33.3 20.0 13.3 35.4 0.61
Cas-RCNN Yes ResNet-101-FPN 61.3 76.4 72.6 35.1 61.8 65.4 0.84

put image. These candidates are sent to an ensemble
of two networks (InceptionV3 (Szegedy et al., 2016)
and Xception (Chollet, 2017) both with an additional
dropout layer before their last fully-connected layer)
and their output are combined through a weighted
sum. The network finally output its prediction on
the nature of the candidate (screw or artifact). The
method is reported to achieve a 99% successful clas-
sification rate (Yildiz and Wörgötter, 2019).

The most significant feature of this work is clearly
its adaptation ability. Since we are proposing a visual
scheme for disassembly processes, we must consider
the fact that our target device (HDD) is not going to
be the only device to be disassembled for long. Since
the chosen screw detection paradigm already works
well for the screws encountered in hard drives, along
with the fact that it allows users to collect new datasets
very quickly, we are sure of its adaptability even if the
target device or the environment changes at a point.

We’ve experimented with the integrated screw de-
tection module and we share its results in Section 4.

3.4 Position Estimation

The part detection and screw detection module oper-
ate only on RGB image data. To act on the detected
screws and parts, their pixel coordinates (2D) need to
be related to positions in the robot’s frame (3D). We
will refer to this process as localization. We use an
RGB-D camera to get a point-cloud representation of
the scene and relate pixels to points (see Figure 3 for
the relative poses of the camera). The correspondence
is done by projecting the point-cloud points into pixel
coordinates, and estimating a k-nearest-neighbor re-
gressor to perform the inverse operation: mapping
pixels to 3D positions. This process is repeated each
time the scene analysis is performed, i.e. upon request
from the rest of the system. These requests come
asynchronously at less than 1 Hz thus there are no
time constraint in this case.

3.5 Gap Detection

The gap detection relies on the top-view point-cloud
representation of the scene acquired by the stereo

camera. The overall process along sample views for
each step is presented in Figure 2. The point-cloud
is processed by a passthrough filter to find the re-
gion of interest: points outside a volume (i.e. box-
shaped) in which the HDD should be positioned are
discarded to remove artifacts. The output point-cloud
is then denoised: We are using sparse outlier removal
(Rusu et al., 2008), which identifies outlier points
based on their mean distance to their nearest neigh-
bours. The denoised point-cloud depth distribution
is then analysed to classify the points into surface
points and gap points. Because the existence of gaps
produces a bi-modal depth distribution between fore-
ground points (surface) and background points (gaps),
a simple threshold can be computed automatically
(e.g. using (Otsu, 1979)). The candidate gap points
are then clustered into separate gaps using a density-
based clustering approach (DBSCAN with manually
set parameters). This step provides the location and
size of the gaps and excludes the spaces too small to
be interesting gaps. In order to extrapolate the volume
of each gap, a convex hull algorithm is used to get the
2D boundaries of the gap in a first pass. Then arti-
ficial points are added to each cluster by duplicating
the boundary points and setting their height to the me-
dian height of the surface points identified earlier. A
second pass of the convex hull algorithm provides the
corrected 3D gap volumes, which are then filtered to
remove very small volumes. The gap centers are esti-
mated as the mean of the extrema for every axis. The
set of found gaps including their centers and volumes
are sent back to the rest of the pipeline.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Experiments

4.1.1 Setup

Our visual scheme requires two inputs: a top-down
RGB image and a top-down point-cloud. We built an
automated system that uses a tilting table holding the
device either horizontal (its surface normal aligned
with the RGB camera) or 45◦ (aligned with the RGB-
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Figure 2: Complete pipeline for the gap detection module.
Initially, a passthrough filter discards the points below the
lower limit and points above the upper limit for the specified
axis. The noise created from the stereo cameras is removed
via sparse outlier removal (Rusu et al., 2008). Following,
thresholding is done only on the Z-axis since it denotes the
height of the points in the cloud. Deeper points are very
likely to belong to a gap, therefore, using a well-chosen
threshold we can split the point cloud based on the depth
of points into potential gap points and insignificant surface
points. Points belonging to a gap often lie in close proxim-
ity to each other, opening an opportunity for a clustering ap-
proach (DBSCAN, HDBSCAN) to label points. A volume
correction is applied by adding artificial points to the set of
gap points, so that the convex hull algorithm uses them as
the new outline points and creates a better estimate. As a
last step, the volume filter is used to throw away extremely
small volumes that cannot be gaps given the device’s natural
shape.

D stereo camera) on request (see Figure 3). We use
a Basler acA4600-7gc monocular camera which pro-
vides images with 4608 × 3288 resolution and 3.5
FPS and a Nerian Karmin2 stereo camera with a depth
error of 0.06cm from the minimum range of 35cm.

4.2 Evaluation Method

There are three main blocks in our scheme and each
of these blocks has to be evaluated differently, as the
paradigms running behind are different. Evaluation
of the screw detection used was already conducted in

Figure 3: Setup used for evaluation: a monocular RGB
camera is oriented downwards (θMonocular = 90◦) and a
stereo RGB-D camera is mounted at θStereo = 45◦. This
configuration is due to the different focal lengths of the cam-
eras. Both are pointing at the device to be analysed. A
tilting mechanism allows the system to obtain “top-down”
views of the devices with both cameras.

its paper, thus, the results are directly taken from that
work (Yildiz and Wörgötter, 2019). For part segmen-
tation, we are going to go by the IoU (Intersection
over Union) metric and report the AP, as it has become
the de facto evaluation metric for instance segmenta-
tion networks. One very similar work was recently
evaluated the same way (Jahanian et al., 2019). Fi-
nally the gap detection is evaluated with a metric that
we came up ourselves, which we are going to discuss
in its respective subsection.

4.2.1 Screw Detection

Table 2: Classifier accuracy of different state-of-the-art net-
works, from (Yildiz and Wörgötter, 2019) with permission.

Model TP TN FP FN Acc
Xception 975 3244 25 41 98.5
InceptionV3 973 3262 27 23 98.8
ResneXt101 962 3260 38 25 98.5
InceptionResnetV2 965 3260 35 25 98.6
DenseNet201 897 3272 103 13 97.3
ResNetV2 943 3208 57 77 96.9
Integrated model 988 3254 12 31 99.0

We first would like to report the classifier accuracy in
Table 2 which are directly taken from the work (Yildiz
and Wörgötter, 2019) published. However, although
the classifier accuracy is quite high, due to the fact
that Hough circle finder method misses out finding
the circles in the first place, our final average precision
was found to be 80%. As the classifier expects images
that are directly suggested by the Hough circle finder,
any circle that is missed, is also not considered by
the classifier. In other words, the classifier’s ability is
limited by the Hough circle finder. Therefore, the AP
remains at 80%. We refer the reader to the Figure 4
to illustrate a few detection samples during the HDD
disassembly sequences.
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Figure 4: Outputs from the integrated screw detection mod-
ule. Blue circles highlight the candidates suggested by the
Hough circle finder, whereas green circles are the detected
screws by the model taken from a study (Yildiz and Wörgöt-
ter, 2019).

4.2.2 Part Segmentation

As mentioned earlier, the standard metrics for pixel to
pixel segmentation are mainly the COCO (Lin et al.,
2014) average precision (AP) metrics: AP is aver-
age precision of multiple IoU values. As reported
in Table 1, MobV1-RCNN and CAS-RCNN achieve
the best segmentation performances (resp. 0.78 and
0.84). These results are achieved after 500 epochs of
training on Google Colaboratory (Bisong, 2019) envi-
ronment using Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2016) 1.15.2.
Figure 5 shows a sample output of the part segmenta-
tion process.

From our experiments, we make the following
conclusions. MobileNetV2 has stabilization issues
since the model is not able to predict on every scene
after a certain amount of training. We observed in the
training history that the loss becomes undetermined
and thus the model remains unstable. It could be ar-
gued that the reason is the dataset, i.e. the classes are
not uniformly distributed. On the other hand, cascad-
ing lighter backbones such as MobileNetV1 does not
ensure better feature extraction property. In fact, our
modeling suggests that it actually decreases efficiency
due to usage of depthwise convolutions. However,
this situation in return, validates the choice of back-
bone with residual nets that is clearly done in the orig-
inal CBNet (Liu et al., 2019), Cascade-RCNN (Cai
and Vasconcelos, 2018). In short, we find out that
cascading should only be done with models that has
residual backbones such as ResNet and its variants.

Figure 5: Output of the part segmentation module powered
by MobV1-RCNN. Each color represents a different part
predicted by the network whose names and prediction val-
ues are given. In this case, all parts and boundaries are cor-
rectly detected.

During our investigations we noticed that increasing
cascading with more detection target and logits loss
destabilizes the model. The use of DenseNet (Huang
et al., 2016) may increase accuracy, however, with
non-distributed class data like ours, stabilization re-
mains an issue. This is due to the fact that the last
layers in the network cannot handle class-logits when
the feature data is non-distributed. In the presence
of multi-GPU systems, we recommend ResNext-152
(Xie et al., 2017) to be investigated for higher accu-
racy.

Instead of selecting Cascade-RCNN, we made our
choice with MobV1-RCNN due to the fact that it re-
mains stable in the presence of high resolutions, un-
like Cascade-RCNN that is unstable despite of having
high accuracy. Since our setup uses high-resolution
images, we therefore employed MobV1-RCNN as our
final model in the segmentation scheme. However, for
future reference, we note that combining images of
different resolutions in a dataset creates problems in
stable models as the model is not stable during train-
ing.

4.2.3 Gap Detection

In order to evaluate the performance of the gap de-
tector, we had to create ground truth. To this end, all
point clouds taken by the stereo cameras were anno-
tated using a Semantic Segmentation Editor3. These
ground truth annotations consist of point wise seg-
mentations of each gap in a device. To get comparable
point numbers, sparse outlier denoising was run on
the clouds before segmentation. Based on the found

3https://github.com/Hitachi-Automotive-And-Industry-Lab/
semantic-segmentation-editor
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Table 3: Comparison of the DBSCAN powered detector’s
output and the ground truth annotations. Mean error is
found to be 24.30% among the identified gaps. Gaps that
were not identified due to the shortcomings of the sensor
were left out of the calculation. These are the gaps that are
usually extremely small and irrelevant to the disassembly
routine.

Detected (cm3) Ground Truth (cm3) Error(%)
Gap #1 36.3 46.243 21.50
Gap #2 3.099 3.417 9.31
Gap #3 23.414 16.984 37.86
Gap #4 22.714 22.712 0.01
Gap #5 0.99 0.99 0.00
Gap #6 0.725 0.746 2.82
Gap #7 1.196 1.159 3.19
Gap #8 8.854 8.032 10.23
Gap #9 2.421 1.974 22.64
Gap #10 16.622 15.99 3.95
Gap #11 0.136 2.797 95.14
Gap #12 26.874 36.339 26.05
Gap #13 3.45 1.677 51.39
Gap #14 12.043 12.663 4.9
Gap #15 0.189 0.773 75.55

Mean Error: 24.30
Gap #16 - 0.125 -
Gap #17 - 1.443 -
Gap #18 - 0.386 -
Gap #19 - 0.438 -
Gap #20 - 0.453 -
Gap #21 - 0.111 -

Table 4: Precision for the DBSCAN- and HDBSCAN-
powered gap detectors.

Detected True positives False positives Precision
DBSCAN 18 15 3 83.33%
HDBSCAN 22 16 6 72.73%

points the volume correction was used to estimate a
volume for the labelled gap. Given the estimated vol-
ume and the number of points for each gap in each
device, the gap detector was used to process the same
point cloud. For all devices the same set of parame-
ters was used. Tuning these parameters on a device
to device basis can improve the results and correct
misclassifications. However, since the gap detector
should have a degree of generalization, the parame-
ters are fixed for every device. Additionally, the de-
tector was used twice on each point cloud, once using
DBSCAN in the clustering step of the approach and
once using HDBSCAN. The detector outputs the vol-
ume and point numbers for each identified gap. These
numbers are then compared against the human anno-
tation. Table 3 reports the results. The entries of de-
tection and error as "-" are the ones where our camera
could not perceive the gap due to technical impossi-
bilities given the hardware limitations of the camera
and are not included in our calculations. The method
achieved a mean error in volume of 24.30% among
the identified gaps with a standard deviation of 28.14
and variance of 791.85.

Furthermore, we evaluated our gap detector’s
clustering algorithm as well, since it plays a pivotal
role in the pipeline. To this end, we considered the

Figure 6: Detected gaps without (left) and with (right) vol-
ume correction.

two state-of-the-art clustering algorithms namely DB-
SCAN and HDBSCAN. In table 4 a detector based
on DBSCAN is compared against the detector using
HDBSCAN. Over the 12 hard drives used with a to-
tal of 21 gaps, the gap detector identified 18 gaps or
85.7% using DBSCAN. The detector based on HDB-
SCAN identified 22 gaps, a gap more than the ground
truth. While using DBSCAN, the detector was able
to identify 15 out of 21 gaps correctly against 16 out
of 21 gaps using HDBSCAN. However, the higher
detection rate of HDBSCAN also produces a higher
number of false positives. The detection pipeline pro-
duced gaps with a precision of 72.73% using HDB-
SCAN against the 83.33% using DBSCAN. Further-
more, a detection pipeline using DBSCAN was able
to produce higher quality gaps (see figure 6 for an il-
lustration of the output of the gap detector). Therefore
in our approach, a detection system using DBSCAN
was preferable over a detection system using HDB-
SCAN.

4.3 Generalization

As mentioned earlier, our part segmentation model
was trained with images that account for cases where
the device is damaged or cases where a part falls back
in the scene, occluding certain portion of a target de-
vice. These are significant cases to assess the general-
ization ability of the scheme. We are quite optimistic
as our results for such cases prove that the scheme
does generalize. Figure 7 illustrates a few cases of
such.

5 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we presented an integrated vision
pipeline to analyze an industrial scene and extract
the composition of parts inside a device. We pro-
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Figure 7: Output of the part segmentation module powered
by MobV1-RCNN on damaged devices, as well as on de-
vices where a part is arbitrarily placed over the device to
create possible occlusion to account for failed manipulation
cases.

posed new part detection and gap detection methods
by using and training state-of-the-art deep learning
networks. We showed on the use-case of a HDD that
the pipeline can achieve a high detection and local-
ization performance, enabling a robot to interact with
the device with sufficient precision. The overall pro-
cess still make some errors (80% AP for screw de-
tection, 24% error for gap detection) but we do not
see this as a limitation: such performance given the
variability of brands, models and state of the device
is acceptable; the goal of this pipeline is to be used in
a more complex system were perception inaccuracies
are handled based on action outcome. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first approach to provide an
adaptable visual method to analyse a whole device –
in contrast to most of the related work, which focuses
on detecting specific parts or properties of the mate-

rial. This scheme is designed to provide robots with
robust analysis capabilities and open new grounds for
automated disassembly and recycling of End-Of-Life
electronic devices.

One challenge of applying vision methods with
off-the-shelf cameras to such a domain lies in the
presence of shiny and reflective parts. These reduce
the quality of the point-cloud introducing potential er-
rors in the position estimation and the gap detection.
Our system nevertheless provides a relevant analysis
of the hard drive state but the lighting conditions are
a potential failure parameter and should thus be con-
trolled. On the other hand, the method is weakly af-
fected by damages to the device in this use case.

The current need for top-view inputs of the device
limits the ability of the system to analyse all potential
scenes. It can however be overcome by training with
more varied data including side views of the device
(for the part detection and screw detection modules).
For the gap detection, the methods relies on a per-
ceived depth difference so the gaps can be detected
in any position of the device (but are easier to detect
when they are aligned with the stereo camera).

Gap detection can directly be adapted to a new de-
vice as it requires no training data and can be uni-
versally found in any device. The screws used here
are only of Torx8 type and different types of screws
should be included into the training dataset if a dif-
ferent device is to be disassembled. However, this is
not a time consuming task, thanks to the convenient
data collection mode of the screw detector (Yildiz and
Wörgötter, 2019). The part recognition is the least
directly generalizable component and requires collec-
tion, annotation and retraining for other class of de-
vices. However, the HDD use case offers a wide
range of parts that can also be found in other devices
(e.g. PCB, lid and covers), even if they have different
appearances. We will evaluate to which extend the
current system performs well on a set of new devices
in future work.
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